
Leadership
Development Solutions
& Services



Great leaders are a
magnet for top talent
and create the culture of
performance your
organization needs to
accelerate results.



With 15 years of experience
developing successful
leaders, my leadership
programs target the
specific challenges faced at
each level of leadership —
whether you’re just starting
out, leading from the
middle, or running a global
organization.



 

My Leadership Programs Were Created
With You in Mind.



Personalized Attention: provides individual attention, whether program is in-
person or virtual.
ROI &360 Feedback: Frequently cited as the most valuable part of my 
 leadership programs, most include insights from leadership assessments to
provide a full picture of participant strengths, style, and development needs.
A Safe Space: A confidential environment .
Experiential Learning: Engaging, interactive activities and breakout sessions
offer the chance to practice new behaviors.
Goal-Setting: Time is set aside to reflect, ensuring personal and professional
lessons learned are integrated and applied.
Peer Group: Collaboration and insights emerge from interactions with others
facing similar challenges.
Ongoing Support: Sustained success and continued learning offered through
my PEER GROUP connect alumni community.

What unique? All feature:



1.Executive Presence:What is it ,Why you need it and How do you  get it?
 

Explore my leadership programs by leader level and
find the right choice for you and your organization.

2.LEADERSHIP MENTORING 3:1 PROGRAM 

 
3.Leadership coaching

 
4. Leadership  program for women

 
5. Women’s Leadership Coaching - Be 100% Woman

 
6. Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Solutions to Help You Shift Your Culture

 

7. How to Be a More Resilient Leader-Handling Stress, Uncertainty, and
Setbacks



1.Executive Presence:
What is it ,Why you need
it and How do you  get it?

Learn the model for executive presence
Become a leader others gravitate towards
Put yourself in position to get better opportunities
Get promoted faster
·Inspire trust, get ideas heard, and drive desired outcomes

People throw out that term, but what do they mean?

Having Executive Presence means that you “own the room” –
that you carry yourself and present yourself so that people see
you as the leader.

But can Executive Presence be taught? Yes! 

Let's talk so you can:



2.LEADERSHIP
MENTORING
3:1 PROGRAM 
This  Prestige Award Wining program is designed to
cultivate the four key roles that all leaders must play
to garner   success: team player, manager, coach
and leader. Meeting the needs of diverse teams
present new challenges that require new skills. In an
effort to understand and motivate others, a leader
must shift their mindset from “me” to “we”.



Who Should
Attend This
Course?
New or experienced managers of people and
projects; supervisors of individual contributors,
and/or high potentials who are preparing to
advance to the next level.



What Will I Learn
During This
Leadership
Mentoring Training?
As a result of attending this course, participants will
acquire the ability to:
·Understand how their personality impacts their role as a
member of a team.
·Align intention and impact to become more effective
communicators and leaders across organizational and
geographical boundaries.
·Deliver and receive effective feedback, and manage
conflict and resistance.
·Increase effectiveness when collaborating with others
·Use ….framework as a tool to help facilitate better
conversations.



What’s Covered in
Our Training
Experience?
Maximizing Your Leadership Potential focuses on the
different roles and mindsets of managing people and
projects (player, coach, manager, and leader). Within that
framework, our netraining addresses the following skills:
·Developing Self-Awareness
·Giving and Receiving Feedback
·Managing Performance Conversations
·Listening to Understand
·Coaching & Developing Others
·Influencing With and Without Authority
·Building the Capacity for Direction, Alignment and
Commitment
·Lenghts:6 months-1 year



3.Leadership coaching
 Is one of the most effective tools available to take
leadership development to a deeper and more sustainable
level — whether focused on the individual or on your entire
organization. Coaches expand perspective, inspire, and
provide challenge and support like no one else. Leadership
development coaching can help an individual leader, a
team workgroup, or an entire workforce to unlock their full
potential.

Both leadership coaching and building coaching skills can
have a lasting impact on an organization’s ecosystem of
leadership.

From personalized executive coaching for individuals, to
coaching integrated into a development program, to
building coaching skills and scaling a culture of feedback
across the enterprise —my G.O.L.D .coaching services can
help your organization navigate complexity and improve
results

 Creates self-awareness, provides critical challenge and
support, and helps drive transformational change.



4. Leadership  program for
women
 Focuses on the critical skills and competencies proven to make organizations
thrive.

The women in an organization make up half of the  talent pipeline, from the  front
lines to C-suite. And while there’s no one formula for being an effective leader, it’s a
little more complicated when it comes women in leadership. Double standards, the
second shift, and the infamous glass ceiling place disproportionate burdens on
women.

Despite recent gains in the share of women in leadership, with 25% in senior
management roles as of early 2020, the pandemic has undone much of that
progress — with women now leaving the workforce at much higher rates than men.
That’s why organizations make intentional efforts to invest in supportting talented
women leaders.

Across industries, organizations are meeting this challenge by providing more work-
life balance support, offering leadership training for women, and evolving their
policies and practices. These initiatives have become a standard part of how
companies are working to keep and advance talented women in leadership roles.



4. Leadership  program for
women
With  my leadership training program  for women I help organizations  for building
greater equity, diversity, and inclusion. Driven by client demand, I help  women
leaders navigate workplace challenges.

More women in leadership makes organizations better. It’s as simple as that. In
addition to driving bottom-line financial performance, research has also found that
more women in leadership roles predicts higher job satisfaction and commitment
to the organization — for people of all genders.

But for all the benefits of women in leadership, barriers still remain. That’s where
targeted leadership programs for women come in. They can help individual women
better navigate challenges, and help organizations better recruit, support, retain,
and promote high-potential women. 

My leadership development programs offer a safe environment to explore aligning
goals with intentions, balancing self-promotion with authenticity, building a
strategic network, and creating greater work-life balance.



The transition from being a doer to being a leader is challenging for everyone, and women face unique obstacles. With fewer role
models at the top, many women struggle to find their authentic leadership style, a style that increases their impact instead of
catching them in an inauthentic double bind. 

Despite these challenges, women are natural leaders and often develop the most innovative strategies for building strong and
productive business cultures. An investment in an executive woman is an investment in a successful business. While women have a
statistical advantage when it comes to acquiring emotional intelligence skills,the average business culture doesn’t always reward
them for their natural leadership style.

Coaching makes the difference. I will help you refine your authentic style to lead with confidence. I will help you put “discomfort” in
your “comfort zone” so you take on bigger challenges more easily. With my support you will put overwhelm and negative inner voice
behind you and channel your surplus energy into mastering the work-life blend.

5. Women’s Leadership Coaching
-Be 100% Woman



No one single solution can create equity, diversity, and inclusion in the
workplace, so I  offer a variety of EDI solutions and bring my 15 years
experienve working with many different countries and nationalities  and
understanding of intergroup challenges (social identity, outgroups,
discrimination, and privilege) to this work.

Focuses on helping leaders and organizations make the leap from raising
awareness to taking meaningful action and sustainable culture change to
support equity, diversity, and inclusion in the workplace.

Through it all, I’ve learned that when it comes to equity, diversity, and
inclusion in the workplace, language, challenges, norms, and solutions shift
based on context, culture, and climate. Today leaders must consider
people’s different lived experiences to help their teams achieve their full
potential. I am  ready to partner with you to craft custom EDI solutions for
your organization’s specific needs, context, and culture.

6. Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Solutions
to Help You Shift Your Culture



7. How to Be a More Resilient
Leader-Handling Stress,
Uncertainty, and Setbacks
In the wake of the global coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak,
we’re reminded that change is ongoing, plans unravel, and
expectations aren’t always met.

Work priorities shift, players change. You could be
transferred, reassigned, or , who knows , will there even be
a job?

People who can’t handle a fast pace or uncertainty are less
likely to feel motivated at work and more likely to become
overwhelmed.



7. How to Be a More Resilient
Leader-Handling Stress,
Uncertainty, and Setbacks
And, of course, personal setbacks and crises don’t go away just because
work is already difficult. And stresses are not limited to the office. Young
children and aging parents can squeeze mid-career professionals. And
no matter what anyone says about keeping home life and work life
separate, or trying to find “balance,” pressure from one easily seeps into
the other.

That’s why,resilience ,maintaining equilibrium under pressure — is among
the most important skills for leaders at all levels to master.

The question isn’t how can you avoid difficulty and stress , that’s nearly
impossible to do. Rather, the question is, How do you face it? I Will teach
you 3 technics how to strenghten resilence.

All of us can benefit from improving our leadership resilience — making
us better able to face a crisis, recover, and adapt.



And the best part? All of my high-impact leadership development
and coaching services can be delivered virtually, via phone,
videoconferencing, or a Web platform — allowing for unparalleled
flexibility to meet your needs.

Leadership Training Proven
to Create Lasting Changes
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Testimonials

1 John Madison, CFO:
"Consistently working my plan has helped me be more conscious of my behaviour of other
people.The daily worksheet that Susan and I created keeps me focused. Ineed to make more
more opportunities to follow up with people and ask if they have noticed a difference. In the
past, this was awkward to me. Now I have informed stakeholders to expect thatI I'll do this ,so I
feel a little more ease asking. Stakeholders do notice hard work and appreciate it.I felt good
that people acknowledged it and also understand they are looking for more. Susan’s ability to
keep me focused. In addition, she helped me think issues through,be able to see the big picture  
see my business from outside and articulate it effectively. Many thanks Susan for this one year.”

Ahmed Hussain, newly appointed CEO"
"Another insight I have gotten from this is that I cannot be visible enough whether it be with the
business, my peers, or my staff. The more visible I am the easier things seem to go. Also by
using some of the communication skills I learned from my 3:1 (leadership dev, business dev,
and coach )Susan. I can de escalate situations more quickly to allow better rational discussion
to get things resolved. I have worked hard to create an environment where people feel safe to
express different opinions and make suggestions. Thanks Susan so much. Your process is
great.”
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Testimonials

3 Samuel Harris, Director of Engineering"
"We used YOUR Professionalism to offer training support to 10 new Team Leaders who were
appointed as part of a re-structure to strengthen our management teams. The feedback from
the experience was terrific and more importantly the benefits from the training were tangible
and the impact immediate. I was, and still am, delighted with the decision to work with you.
Great work, Susan. Thank you."

Regional Sales Manager ~ Yell Group Co:
"Susan thank you for the excellent quality of work that you achieved during the two days
coaching. I have had very positive feedback from both First & Second Line Managers & I am
convinced that your contribution was a very good example of best practice. I am very pleased
that my managers were fortunate enough to experience it."



Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/success-for-buisness
email:susan@success-for-business.com
web:www.success-for-business.com

Susan Balint (LCC,FTBE,GLA)

Partners:

mailto:email%3Asusan@success-for-business.com
http://www.success-for-business.com/

